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We study the chirally imbalanced hot and dense strongly interacting matter by means of the
Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs). The chiral phase diagram is studied in the presence of chiral
chemical potential µ5. The chiral quark condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉 is obtained with the Cornwall-Jackiw-
Tomboulis (CJT) effective action in concert with the Rainbow truncation. Catalysis effect of dy-
namical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) by µ5 is observed. We examine with two popular gluon
models and consistency is found within the DSE approach, as well as in comparison with lattice
QCD. The CEP location (µE , TE) shifts toward larger TE but constant µE as µ5 increases. A
technique is then introduced to compute the chiral charge density n5 from the fully dressed quark
propagator. We find the n5 generally increases with temperature T , quark number chemical po-
tential µ and µ5. Since the chiral magnetic effect (CME) is typically investigated with peripheral
collisions, we also investigate the finite size effect on n5 and find an increase in n5 with smaller
system size.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the heavy ion collision (HIC), a non-vanishing chiral charge N5 may be induced through the Adler-Bell-Jackiw
anomaly [1–3] due to topologically non-trivial gluon configurations [4, 5]

N5 = NR −NL = −g
2NF

32π2

∫
d4xεµνλσF

µν
a Fλσa . (1)

The NR,L denotes the net number of quarks (minus antiquarks) with right- or left-handed chirality, so N5 is the net
number of right handed quark over left handed ones. Non-vanishing N5 in a strong magnetic field could result in the
chiral magnetic effect (CME) [6–8], i.e., an electric current can be induced along the direction of the magnetic field.
Consequently, there will be a charge separation within the produced fireball. Peripheral HICs provide a good testing
ground for the CME as an extremely strong magnetic field eB between several m2

π to 15 m2
π [9–14] is generated by

the colliding ions, in particular the spectator protons. Confirmation of the CME would reflect the local parity and
charge-parity violation in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), hence is of great interest. Experimental searches have
thus been actively ongoing [15–18].

To facilitate the study involving the chiral imbalance, a chiral chemical potential µ5 is introduced as conjugate to
N5. The associated term µ5ψ̄γ4γ5ψ is then added to the Lagrangian density [6]. Technically the N5 is not conserved in
QCD, so the µ5 serves to mimic the chiral imbalance. It gains support from arguments that the chiral charge density
n5 equilibrates shortly after the collision and stay unchanged in a thermodynamical equilibrium in a longer period
[19, 20]. Consequently, the phase diagram of the QCD matter gets extended to a new dimension µ5, in addition to
the temperature T and quark number chemical potential µ. However, there has been notable contradictions among
different calculations, in particular concerning the chiral transition at finite temperature. The debate is over whether
the pseudo-critical temperature Tc (defined as the maxima of susceptibilities at finite T with µ = 0) increases with
increasing µ5, or the opposite. The DSEs [21, 22] and lattice QCD [23, 24] have been giving consistent predictions
that Tc increases with µ5, while for NJL model the results differ by regularization schemes [25–30]. This problem
is also connected with the determination of the CEP. Early model studies [25, 31] suggest that the chiral crossover
would turn into a first order phase transition at large µ5, which could be an indirect signal for the existence of CEP.
However, lattice simulation finds no signal of phase transition as µ5 increases [23, 24, 32], and the DSEs found the
crossover behavior persists [21, 22]. In those work, the separable model [33] and the Maris-Tandy (MT) model [34, 35]
were employed for gluon propagator. However, the former model is oversimplified for purpose of computation, and
the later’s infrared momentum behavior contradicts today’s gauge sector study [36–39]. So in this work we will check
the consistency within DSEs by supplementing a calculation based on a more realistic gluon model, the so called Qin-
Chang (QC) model. It has the correct infrared momentum behavior and also had been used extensively in hadron
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studies and finite temperature QCD [40]. However, it has never been employed in the study of finite µ5 before. Model
details will be given in later sections.

The fully dressed quark propagator encodes abundant information of the QCDmatter’s thermodynamical properties.
Among them the finite chiral charge density n5 is a novel feature of the chirally imbalanced matter. It is indispensable
for the CME. Relating n5 and µ5 is useful for expressing the induced electric current density as a function of the
chirality density [41]. We therefore focus n5 in various conditions, e.g., T , µ, µ5 and also the system size. Note that
the chemical potential µ is directly computable in the DSEs, so it doesn’t pose challenge to DSE as for lattice QCD.
Combined effort with DSE and lattice QCD had been carried out to locate the CEP [42, 43]. Meanwhile, the finite size
effect could be relevant for the CME experiments since the CME is typically investigated with peripheral collisions.
Note that the finite size effect on QCD phase diagram on T −µ plane had been studied with various methods [44–50],
but its influence on the chirally imbalanced medium was seldom studied. For a first investigation, we will consider
the system in a cubic box of edge length L.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II we introduce the quark’s DSE at finite T , µ and µ5 and its solution.
In section III we study the chiral phase diagram in the presence of µ5. With two popular gluon propagator models,
the catalysis effect of DCSB by µ5 is examined and the shift of CEP with µ5 is also shown. The n5 is studied in
section IV, including the finite volume effects. Finally we summarize in section V.

II. QUARK DSE AT FINITE CHIRAL CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

The Dyson-Schwinger equation of quark, namely the gap equation, at finite T , µ and µ5 reads [21]

[G(~p, ω̃n)]−1 = [G0(~p, ω̃n)]−1 + T

∞∑
l=−∞

∫
d3q

(2π)3

×
[
g2Dµν(~p−~q, ω̃n − ω̃l)

λa

2
γµG(~q, ω̃l)Γ

a
ν

]
. (2)

Here G(~p, ω̃n) is the fully dressed quark propagator and G0(~p, ω̃n) is the free quark propagator. The Dµν is the
fully dressed gluon propagator (with color index contracted) and Γaν is the fully dressed quark-gluon vertex. The ω̃n
denotes ωn + iµ, with ωn quark’s Matsubara frequency {ωn=(2n + 1)πT , n = 0,±1,±2...}. The gluon’s Matsubara
frequency is {Ωn=2nπT , n = 0,±1,±2...}. We’ve set all the renormalization constants to 1.0 since we will use gluon
models that are heavily suppressed in the ultraviolet region.

The fully dressed quark propagatorG(~p, ω̃n) can be generally decomposed as the summation of eight Dirac structures
associated with coefficients of scalar functions [21]

G−1(~p, ω̃n) =

8∑
i=1

Ti(~p, ω̃n)Fi(|~p|, ω̃n), (3a)

or equivalently

G(~p, ω̃n) =

8∑
i=1

Ti(~p, ω̃n)σi(|~p|, ω̃n). (3b)

The Dirac bases are Ti ∈ {i/~p, I4, iγ4ω̃n, /~pγ4, iγ5/~p, γ5, γ5γ4, iγ5/~pγ4}, with the last four Dirac bases brought about by
the presence of chiral chemical potential µ5. The Fi(|~p|, ω̃n)’s and σi(|~p|, ω̃n)’s are dressed scalar functions. For the
free quark propagator G0(~p, ω̃n), one has F1 = F3 = 1, F2 = m and F7 = µ5, with m the current quark mass.

In [51] we’ve studied the QCD chiral phase diagram on the T − µ plane. As a generalization to the case of nonzero
µ5, we adopt the same setup as in [51], i.e., taking the Rainbow truncation for the quark-gluon vertex

Γaν(p, q) =
λa

2
γν , (4)

and the fully dressed gluon propagator takes the model of

g2Dµν(k) =
4π2

ω6
De−(k2+αµ2)/ω2

k2

(
δµν −

kµkν
k2

)
. (5)
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This model is based on the popular MT model that successfully describes many hadron properties [52]. The additional
term e−αµ

2/ω2

mimics the screening effect of finite chemical potential [53, 54]. We remind that the preferred parameters
ω = 0.45 GeV, Dω = (0.8 GeV)3 and α = 0.6 were used in [51], with the current quark mass set to m = 5 MeV. Note
that ω here is a parameter instead of the Matsubara frequency ω̃n. The functions Fi(~p, ω̃n) can then be solved: In
the gap equation (2), expand [G(~p, ω̃n)]−1 with Eq. (3a) and G(~q, ω̃l) with Eq. (3b), multiply both sides of Eq. (2)
with the eight Dirac basis Ti(~p, ω̃n) and then take trace. One finally obtains eight coupled equations

F1 = 1 +
4

−3~p2

∑∫ [
σ1~p · ~q

(
ω̃2
ln + 3~k2

)
− 2σ3

~k · ~pω̃lω̃ln
]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6a)

F2 = m+
4

3

∑∫ [
3σ2

(
ω̃2
ln + ~k2

)]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6b)

F3 = 1 +
4

−3ω̃2
n

∑∫ [
σ3ω̃lω̃n

(
3ω̃2

ln + ~k2
)
− 2σ1

~k · ~qω̃nω̃ln
]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6c)

F4 =
4

−3~p2

∑∫ [
−σ4~p · ~q

(
ω̃2
ln + ~k2

)]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6d)

F5 =
4

3~p2

∑∫ [
σ5~p · ~q

(
ω̃2
ln + 3~k2

)
+ 2iσ7

~k · ~pω̃ln
]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6e)

F6 =
4

3

∑∫ [
−3σ6

(
ω̃2
ln + ~k2

)]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6f)

F7 = µ5 +
4

−3

∑∫ [
σ7

(
−3ω̃2

ln − ~k2
)

+ 2iσ5
~k · ~qω̃ln

]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6g)

F8 =
4

3~p2

∑∫ [
−σ8~p · ~q

(
ω̃2
ln + ~k2

)]
×DMT(~k, ω̃ln) (6h)

with

DMT(~k, ω̃ln) =
4π2D

ω6
e−(~k2+ω̃2

ln+αµ2)/ω2

. (6i)

The abbreviations we used are
∑∫

= T
∑∞
n=−∞

∫
d3~p

(2π)3 , Fi = Fi(|~p|, ω̃n), σi = σi(|~q|, ω̃l), ~k = ~p − ~q, ω̃ln = ω̃l − ω̃n.
The σi(~ql, ω̃l) can be obtained with Fi(~ql, ω̃l) via

σ1 = − 1

2|~q|

(
F1|~q| − F7

t1
+
F1|~q|+ F7

t2

)
(7a)

σ2 =
1

2

(
F2 − F8|~q|

t1
+
F8|~q|+ F2

t2

)
(7b)

σ3 = − 1

2ω̃l

(
F3ω̃l − iF5|~q|

t1
+
F3ω̃l + iF5|~q|

t2

)
(7c)

σ4 = − 1

2|~q|

(
F4|~q| − iF6

t1
+
F4|~q|+ iF6

t2

)
(7d)

σ5 = − 1

2|~q|

(
F5|~q| − iF3ω̃l

t1
+
F5|~q|+ iF3ω̃l

t2

)
(7e)

σ6 = −1

2

(
F6 + iF4|~q|

t1
+
F6 − iF4|~q|

t2

)
(7f)

σ7 = −1

2

(
F7 − F1|~q|

t1
+
F1|~q|+ F7

t2

)
(7g)

σ8 =
1

2|~q|

(
F8|~q| − F2

t1
+
F8|~q|+ F2

t2

)
(7h)

t1 = 2iF3F5ω̃l|~q|+ F 2
3 ω̃

2
l − 2F8F2|~q| − 2iF4F6|~q|+ F 2

2 − F 2
6 + F 2

7

+ |~q|
((
F 2

1 + F 2
4 − F 2

5 + F 2
8

)
|~q| − 2F1F7

)
(7i)

t2 = −2iF3F5ω̃l|~q|+ F 2
3 ω̃

2
l + 2F8F2|~q|+ 2iF4F6|~q|+ F 2

2 − F 2
6 + F 2

7

+ |~q|
((
F 2

1 + F 2
4 − F 2

5 + F 2
8

)
|~q|+ 2F1F7

)
(7j)
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Eqs. (6,7) can be fully solved numerically by iteration. Meanwhile, there are two observations that could further
simplify the computation. First, the F4 and F6 can simultaneously be zero, as can be read from Eqs. (6d,6f,7d,7f). In
principle, there is a chance a non-vanishing solution exists, just as F2(~p, ω̃n) associated with the quark mass function
can be nonzero even in the chiral limit m = 0 due to DCSB. But as we tested they are vanishingly small even if they
are kept in the computation. Therefore the terms F4 and F6 can be set to zero. Another useful relation is that the
scalar functions satisfy

Fi(|~p|, ω̃n) = F ∗i (|~p|, ω̃−n−1), (8)

so the number of scalar functions with different n’s to compute are halved.

III. CHIRAL PHASE DIAGRAM AT FINITE CHIRAL CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

As is well known, the DCSB and confinement are two key properties of QCD at low energy scale. The restoration
of chiral symmetry and de-confinement are expected for QCD matter at finite temperature. The influence of µ5 on
the chiral condensate has long been of interest [25, 41]. The quark condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉 is the order parameter of chiral
phase transition in chiral limit, and an indicator in the presence of a small current quark mass. It can be calculated
as the trace of full quark propagator

〈ψ̄ψ〉 = T

∫
d3~p

(2π)3

∞∑
n=−∞

Tr[G(~p, ω̃n)]. (9a)

However, this quantity suffers from ultraviolet divergence in the presence of nonzero quark mass, so people define
regularized condensates as [55]

〈ψ̄ψ〉r = 〈ψ̄ψ〉(T, µ)− 〈ψ̄0ψ0〉(T, µ) (9b)

or that proposed in lattice calculation[56]

〈ψ̄ψ〉R = 〈ψ̄ψ〉(T, µ)− 〈ψ̄0ψ0〉(T = 0, µ = 0) (9c)

The ψ0 indicates the free quark field. Meanwhile, a rigorous definition exists as 〈ψ̄ψ〉 being the first derivative of
partition function versus current quark mass m, e.g.,

〈ψ̄ψ〉 =
∂lnZ
∂m

. (10)

Since the Rainbow truncation renders the partition function calculable in the framework of CJT effective action
[57, 58], i.e.,

P(T, µ, µ5) =
T

V
lnZ =

T

V
Tr
[
Ln(G−1G0)− 1

2
(1−G−1

0 G)

]
, (11)

we employ the definition of Eq. (10) to calculate the quark condensate. This was first done in [51] with µ5 not
introduced. We note that the CJT effective action P(T, µ, µ5) alone is ultra-violate divergent, but the difference of
two actions with two masses, i.e., P(T, µ, µ5;m+ δm)− P(T, µ, µ5;m) is finite.

The obtained 〈ψ̄ψ〉 is shown in Fig. 1. The left panel shows the quark condensate on the T axis with different
µ5’s beyond the chiral limit. An important feature is that −〈ψ̄ψ〉 rises with increasing µ5,as also found by lattice
simulation [23]. NJL model studies gave similar results [26, 41]. Meanwhile, we find the −〈ψ̄ψ〉 always exhibits
crossover behavior regardless of increasing µ5, and the pseudo-transition temperature Tc increases with µ5. Note
that for a first order chiral phase transition the Tc is unique, but for crossover it is defined as the peak location in
the susceptibilities, hence definition-dependent [59, 60]. To remove the ambiguity brought by definition of Tc, we
supplement with the chiral limit m = 0 case on the right panel. In this case, the chiral crossover becomes a second
order phase transition. We again observe that when µ5 goes larger, the second order phase transition temperature Tc
increases. This is known as the catalysis effect of DCBS by µ5, as found by lattice result as well [23, 24]. For other
model studies as linear sigma model or NJL model, the results differ by regularization schemes [25–29, 31].

We further employ an alternative gluon propagator model, i.e., the QC model. It had never been employed in the
case of a finite µ5 before. The model reads [40]

g2Dµν(k) =
8π2

ω4
De−k

2/ω2

(
δµν −

kµkν
k2

)
. (12)
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FIG. 1. The quark condensate from MT model at finite T with µ = 0 GeV and different µ5’s.
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FIG. 2. The quark condensate from QC model at finite T with µ = 0 GeV and different µ5’s.

Constrained by hadron properties as pion mass and decay constant, the parameters are chosen to be D = 1, ω = 0.6,
same as our early work [55]. This model is also widely used in hadron study within the DSE approach. Taking away
the tensor part δµν − kµkν

k2 , it is finite (non-vanishing) at k2 = 0 as compared to the MT model Eq. (5), so it better
resembles realistic gluon propagator that were produced by gauge sector study from DSE [36, 37] and lattice QCD
[38, 39]. The quark condensate from QC model is shown in the Fig. 2. We find the QC model gives same behavior as
MT model, e.g., i) the crossover behavior remains with increasing µ5 and ii) the Tc rises with increasing µ5. The DSE
approach therefore gives consistent result concerning the chiral crossover in the presence of chiral chemical potential.

We also show the chiral quark condensate at finite temperature T with different µ’s and µ5’s in figure 3. In the
left panel we set µ = 0.1 GeV. In this case, the chiral transition is a crossover when µ5 = 0 GeV (red solid line), and
becomes a first order phase transition when µ5 = 0.2 GeV (green dashed line). It remains a first order phase transition
when µ5 further increases to 0.4 GeV (blue dotted line). Therefore, the increasing µ5 changes the chiral transition at
low µ from a crossover to first order phase transition. At higher µ like µ = 0.2 GeV in the right panel, the first order
phase transition remains in the presence of finite µ5. One can observe from Fig. 3 that the Tc generally increases with
µ5 at finite µ, which is similar to the µ = 0 case above. Note that Fig. 3 is plotted using the MT model. The QC
model gives qualitatively same result, hence omitted.

These findings indicate that the location of the critical end point in the T − µ plane shifts with µ5. We plot the
CEPs for different µ5’s in Fig. 4. Results from both models are displayed. The rightmost green dot at (µT , TE) =
(0.135, 0.127) GeV denotes the location of CEP at µ5 = 0 GeV using MT model, and rightmost blue dot at (µT , TE) =
(0.16, 0.116) GeV denotes the one with QC model. The red dotted lines represent the corresponding crossover lines.
When µ5 increases, the CEPs shift from lower-right to upper-left until the µE ’s for both models stay almost constant
at µE ≈ 0.05 GeV. The CEPs therefore won’t hit the temperature axis no matter how large µ5 is. Note that early
model studies [25, 31, 41] suggest that the CEP and first order phase transition would show up on the T axis as µ5

increases, and confirmation from lattice QCD simulation could provide a strong evidence for the existence of CEP.
However, such signal hasn’t been found in existing lattice QCD [23, 24, 32]. Therefore in accordance with lattice
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FIG. 3. The quark condensate from MT model at finite T with different µ’s and µ5’s.

QCD at µ = 0, the DSE supplements with a possible trajectory of CEP at finite µ, if it exists, in the presence of µ5.

MT-model
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0.0
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μ (GeV)

T
(G
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)

FIG. 4. The shift of CEPs in the presence of µ5. The green points (empty circle) shifting from right to left indicate the
location of CEP using MT model Eq. (5), when µ5 = 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800 MeV respectively. The blue points (empty
triangle) are obtained using QC model Eq. (12). The red dotted lines ended with CEPs are the chiral crossover lines at zero
µ5.

IV. THE CHIRAL CHARGE DENSITY

The non-vanishing finite chiral charge density n5 is a novel feature of hot and dense QCD matter in the presence of
µ5. It is indispensable for the CME effect. Relating n5 and µ5 is useful for to expressing the induced electric current
density as a function of the chirality density [41]. The n5 = 〈ψ̄γ4γ5ψ〉 can be calculated with the fully dressed quark
propagator

n5 = −NcNfT
∫

d3~p

(2π)3

∑
n

Tr[γ4γ5G(~p, ω̃n)]. (13)

However, directly computing Eq. (13) is very difficult: in computation one always need to truncate the Matsubara
frequency n to some maximum value, but Eq. (13) converges very slowly with n. Same situation happens to the
computation of quark number density n = 〈ψ̄γ4ψ〉 as well. In [60], a numerical technique is proposed to deal with
this problem. The basic idea is to pick out the UV behavior of the integration, which converges very slowly but
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analytically calculable, and compute the remaining integration and summation that converges quickly. Here we take
that idea and calculate n5 with

n5 = 〈ψ̄γ4γ5ψ〉(T, µ, µ5;m)− 〈ψ̄0γ4γ5ψ0〉(T, µ, µ5;m = 0) + 〈ψ̄0γ4γ5ψ0〉(T, µ, µ5;m = 0)

= NcNf

(
−
∫

d3~p

(2π)3

∑
n

Tr [γ4γ5(G(~p, ω̃n)−G0(~p, ω̃n;m = 0))]

+
µ5(π2T 2 + 3µ2 + µ2

5)

3π2

)
. (14)

Namely, we subtract the n5 of free quark propagator and add it back. The summation identity

∞∑
n=−∞

1

i(2n+ 1)πT −∆
=

1

2T

1− e∆/T

1 + e∆/T
(15)

is useful in the derivation. In this way, the asymptotic behavior of full quark propagator G(~p, ω̃n) at large n is
separated out. The summation over Matsubara frequency n and integration over ~p then converge quickly enough to
validate a practical computation with precision.

We then plot the chiral charge density in Fig. 5. At µ5 = 0 GeV, the n5 vanishes, hence not plotted. When µ5 = 0.2
GeV, we show the result of µ = 0 GeV (blue dotted) and µ = 0.2 GeV (green solid) respectively. One can see that
n5 generally increases with temperature T , i.e., it slightly decreases with T in Nambu phase (phase with DCSB)
but increases steadily in the Wigner phase (phase with chiral symmetry partially restored). The Nambu phase is
irrelevant for CME, since chiral condensate couple the left-handed and right-handed quarks, and with a large chiral
condensate the n5 decays quickly [6]. In such case an equilibrium can not be reached. Note that de-confinement is also
a necessary condition for CME, but it’s beyond the scope of this work. We see in Fig. 5 that at µ = 0 the transition is
a crossover and the n5 exhibits a smooth continuous curve. At µ = 0.2 GeV, a first order phase transition takes place
and it becomes discontinuous. Meanwhile the n5 increases with µ5, see, eg., curves from µ5 = 0.2 GeV to µ5 = 0.4
GeV. We also observe an increase of n5 with respect to quark chemical potential µ for Wigner phase in most area.
Therefore, we conclude that in the Wigner phase where chiral symmetry gets partially restored, increasing T , µ5 and
µ all result in an increase in the chiral charge density.

μ=0 GeV, μ5=0.2 GeV

μ=0 GeV, μ5=0.4 GeV

μ=0.2 GeV, μ5=0.4 GeV

μ=0.2 GeV, μ5=0.2 GeV

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0

2

4

6

8

T (GeV)

n 5
(f
m
)-
3

FIG. 5. The chiral densities n5 at finite T with different µ’s and µ5’s, obtained with MT model.

Another factor that can potentially influences the n5 is the size of the fireball created in HIC, namely the system
volume. Analysis shows that the volume of homogeneity before freeze-out for Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions ranges
between approximately 50 ∼ 250 fm3 [61], and could go as low as (2 fm)3 [62]. Since the CME is typically investigated
with peripheral collisions, the finite size effect could be relevant. In [47, 48] the finite volume effect on chiral phase
diagram in the absence of µ5 had been studied. The finding was that decreasing the volume would weaken the DCSB,
and consequently change the chiral phase diagram in the µ − T plane. Here we take the formalism and investigate
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the finite size effect on n5. As a first estimate, we will use a rather simplified approach as in [44], which is explained
below.

At finite volume, the quark and gluon fields are constrained by certain spatial boundary condition. If we consider a
system in a cubic box of size L, a popular and practical boundary condition is the anti-periodic boundary condition
ψ(~x = ~0, τ) = −ψ(~x = ~L, τ) for quark fields, and Aaµ(~x = ~0, τ) = Aaµ(~x = ~L, τ) for gluon fields. In this case, the
quark and gluon fields take the same boundary condition in their spatial and temporal directions. As pointed out
by authors in [63], such choice allows a permutation symmetry of the spatial and temporal directions in the effective
Lagrangian, rendering temperature- and volume-independent coupling constants. One can then directly employ
models that were determined at zero temperature and volume. This boundary condition therefore has been widely
employed in model studies as Refs. [43, 45, 47–49]. Mathematically, it leads to the discretization of momentum ~p
into modes ~pn =

∑
ni=0,±1,±2,...(2ni + 1)π/Lêi (êi is the Cartesian unit vectors in momentum space) for quarks, and

~pn =
∑
ni=0,±1,±2,... 2niπ/Lêi for gluons. So the momentum integration in Eq. (2) becomes∫

dq3

(2π)3
(· · · )→ 1

L3

∑
ni=0,±1,±2,...

(· · · ). (16)

However, the breaking of O(3) symmetry leads to scalar functions with more variables, e.g., the Fi(|~p|, ω̃n) in Eq. (3a)
now becomes Fi(n1, n2, n3, ω̃n). This calls for a lot more computing power. So for a first qualitative analyze, we use
an approximation method employed by [44, 64], i.e.,∫

dq3

(2π)3
(· · · )→

∫ |~q|=∞
|~q|=π/L

dq3

(2π)3
(· · · ). (17)

The right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (17) intends to approximate the RHS of of Eq. (16) by introducing an infrared
momentum cutoff. It obviously gets more accurate at larger L but less accurate with smaller L. However, for the
purpose of a qualitative study, we find it suffices to give a correct picture in the case of chiral phase diagram. For
instance, calculation with [64] and without [48] approximation give qualitatively same results concerning the chiral
phase transition.

Take the replacement Eq. (17) in Eq. (2) and Eq. (13), we obtain the n5 at finite volume as shown in Fig. 6. We
remind this result is obtained with MT model at m = 5 MeV, in correspondence with left plot in Fig. 1. There are
two set of curves. One is by setting T = 220 MeV which is just above the pseudo-critical temperature Tc ≈ 150 MeV
(when µ = 0 and µ5 = 0). We see that as system size decreases, the n5 increases, and the smaller the volume the
quicker the increase. At L = 2 fm, the n5 increases by about 30% for all µ5. At high temperature T = 0.4 GeV, the
finite volume effect remains but gets weakened, as can be seen from the dotted purple curve against dot-dashed gray
curve. Our result therefore suggests an increase in n5 when the system size decreases.

(μ=0 GeV)

T=0.22 GeV, L=2 fm

T=0.22 GeV, L=3 fm

T=0.22 GeV, L=∞ fm

T=0.4 GeV, L=2 fm

T=0.4 GeV, L=∞ fm

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

μ5 (GeV)

n 5
(f
m
)-
3

FIG. 6. The chiral density n5 at finite µ5 with different system sizes, obtained by MT model.
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V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we study chirally imbalanced hot and dense strongly interacting matter by means of the Dyson-
Schwinger equations. By solving the quark’s DSE, the fully dressed quark propagator is obtained with its complete
Dirac structures, rendering thermodynamical properties calculable.

The chiral phase diagram is studied in the presence of µ5. The chiral quark condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉 is unambiguously
obtained with the CJT effective action, in concert with the Rainbow truncation scheme. Catalysis effect of DCSB
by µ5 is observed. For instance, We find the −〈ψ̄ψ〉 increases with µ5, along with the increase of pseudo-critical
temperature Tc of the crossover at µ = 0. To avoid ambiguities from definition in Tc, we check with the chiral limit
when the crossover becomes a second order phase transition. To examine the model dependence within the DSE, we
supplemented a new calculation with a more realistic QC gluon propagator model, as compared to the MT model.
Consistency is found within the DSE approach, as well as in comparison with lattice QCD. Since finite µ is directly
calculable in the DSE, we further study the influence of µ5 on the CEP location (µE , TE) in the T − µ plane. It is
found that the CEP shifts toward larger TE but constant µE as µ5 increases.

A technique is then developed to overcome the computational difficulty within n5. We then show our results on
n5 with various conditions. We find the n5 generally increases with the increase of T , µ and µ5. Since the CME is
typically investigated with peripheral collisions, finite size effect is then considered based on a specific spatial boundary
condition, i.e., anti-periodic for quark fields and periodic for gluon fields. We found an increase in n5 with the decrease
of system size.

We remark that to mimic a more realistic condition for the HIC, the magnetic field B should also be taken into
account, since it influences the chiral phase diagram as well [65]. The finite size effect study could also be improved.
For instance, based on the present boundary condition and within DSEs, a full computation using Eq. (16) rather
than the infrared momentum cut off scheme Eq. (17) is worth studying. Meanwhile, alternative boundary conditions
implementing more realistic physical constraints, such as considering a sphere or a rotating cylinder instead of cubic
box, are also worth investigation [66–68]. These studies could deepen our understanding of chirally imbalanced hot
and dense QCD matter produced in HICs.
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